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Ed DeGan displayed his
FSM pile driver at the
NMRA Joint Meet of the
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and the Central New York
Division on January
15, 2011, in Auburn, NY.
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News from the Lakeshores Division Superintendent
by Ray Howard

The NMRA members were very pleased with the Auburn Joint Meet of the
Lakeshores Division and the Central New York Division where 60 NMRA members
and guests were in attendance. A great turnout for sure.
Plans are already afoot for the next NMRA Lakseshores Division event in
Hammondsport, NY. The tentative date is April 9, 2011.
The location is Hammondsport, NY, at the bottom of Keuka Lake. It will include
touring the Hammondsport Aviation Museum, viewing the Bath and Hammondsport
RR Passenger Depot, the B & H RR Engine House and the Hammondsport Power
House. Ned Spiller’s excellent HO scale model RR will also be on tour. Other
layouts may also be on tour.
The NMRA members will be notified by e-mail and by hard copy of the final date
and details of the NMRA Lakeshores Division Spring Meet.

For submissions to the
Lakeshores
Limited
newsletter
contact
the
Editor, Richard Senges at:
OCRR@frontiernet.net
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Lakeshores Division, NFR, NMRA
and the Central New York Division, NER, NMRA
Joint Winter Meet – Saturday January 15, 2011
A great time was had by all at the Joint Winter Meet of the NMRA Lakeshores Division and
the Central New York Division.
The group met at the Knights of Columbus Hall, 47
Market Street. Auburn, NY 13021. About 60 folks attended the Meet, possibly a record high
for a Divisional Meet in this area.
Dave Mitchell gave a good clinic on “Introduction to Airbrushing” with outstanding visuals
and a very instructive video. Dave covered the various types of airbrushes, air supplies,
and painting techniques. Bill and Maria DiMenna gave a live demo on how to use True
Scene Modeling products. Two interesting uses are for tunnel liners and for “wall
scenery” as a transition from the three dimensional scenery to the backdrop. Thanks.
Many of those attending won door prizes which consisted of railroad and modeling books,
HO scale locomotives, True Scale Modeling products, modeling supplies, military kits,
NCE DCC items, railroad magazines, HO scale railcar kits, and other models.
The Show and Tell session was great. Ray Howard displayed is excellently modeled Erie
B2 Steam Shovel by Jordan, Ed DeGan modeled his custom modified Fine Scale
Miniatures pile drive – superb job, Dick Lautenslager displayed his Bowser locomotive,
Gary Rhodes showed the group his AHM structure, Brendan Kelly displayed his N scale
barn, boat (Seaport Models) and small barge, and Leo Adamski described his HO scale
passenger depot (Siegel Street) including his custom made roof. Leo also showed
Thompson Tool. Nice job guys!
See the images on the next page.
Thanks to all that had their layout open for the Meet and to Marty for having his Borodino
Scale Line Train Shop open for the group. The layouts on tour were well received by the
group. They included: the Central New York Model Railroad Club in Elbridge, Brendan
Kelly’s N scale model railroad, Bob Kaufman’s layout, and the Cayuga Valley Model
Railroaders’ layout.
Next LSD Meet: Date TBA. The location is Hammondsport, NY. It will include touring the
Hammondsport Aviation Museum, viewing the Bath and Hammondsport RR Passenger
Depot, the Engine House and the Hammondsport Power House. Ned Spiller’s excellent
HO scale model RR will also be open.
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Ed DeGan’s FSM Pile Driver

Gary Rhodes’ Structure
Dick Lautenslager’s Loco

Brendan Kelly’s Boat, Barge and Barn.
Leo Adamski’s
Thompson Tool

Leo’s Depot
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by Dick Roth

Model Train Layouts come in a variety of shapes, dimensions, themes, and scales. One thing that is constant
between all of them is the need to convey electricity from a power source to the locomotives and other powered
accessories. This is done with wires and each wire used requires at least 2 connections or terminations to be
functional.
Notice here, one of the requirements is a bit of advanced planning. Sketches, notes, or plans will assist in doing
the job in a way that will make the wiring job a bit easier and less confusing. Look at the sketch below for
some simple ideas on making notes and reading plans provided by others.
Dia. #1

Connections
No connection

Good connections require very good contact between the conductors and insulation to prevent contact between
the conductors and other surfaces or components that can be electrically conductive.
The wire:
Dia. #2
Conductor
Insulation
Connections can be accomplished in a number of different ways:
Twisted wires
Dia. #3

Suitcase Connector
Dia. #6

Wire Nuts
Dia. #4

Terminal Block
Dia. #7
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All of these can make good electrical connections. The main consideration in their selection and use is the
individual application for which they are going to be used, how much voltage is going to be carried and how
rigid the area of the connection will be. More on that subject can be found in other literature.
The basic requirements for most connections or terminations are; absence of insulation in the area of the
connection, clean conductors, and tight contact conductor to conductor or conductor to termination device. 5 of
the 6 methods of connection shown in Diagrams #3 through #8 require some amount of preparation prior to
making the termination. Only the Suitcase Connector can be used without prior preparation as it uses the design
of the termination device to displace the insulation.
Removal of the insulation
Removal of the insulation requires some degree of care to prevent
causing nicks to the wire conductor. Nicks can cause the wire to
break at the nick later. This can cause various problems from loss of
power to track or accessories to sparking that could in some
instances cause fires. The best method of removing the insulation is
to use a special tool designed for that purpose. Wire cutters, knives,
or nail clippers are not substitutes for them.

Dia. #10

Dia. #9

Nicks here can cause
breakage and intermittent
power problems later

Because of the differences in styles of wire strippers, read the directions before
using them. You might want to even spend a few minutes practicing before
moving to the actual work. If using connector devices such as terminal blocks,
push connectors, or wire nuts, read the information that accompanies them to
determine how much insulation must be removed. Different devices require
different amounts to be removed. Too much removed will expose bare wire to
possible shorting to other wires or surfaces. Too little insulation removed can
cause a poor or failed connection.

There are two types of connections that are commonly used in model railroading, the Butt Connection and the
Feed Through (Pass Through) connections. One, the Butt Connection joins the ends of multiple wires together
in a single connection. Feed Through connections join the end of one wire to another wire at some point along
the length of the wire. The Feed Through connection is slightly more complicated and requires a bit more care
in making the connection, but a with a little practice can be made very easily.
Dia. #11

Butt Connection

Feed Through Connection

Secured properly with solder and insulated with tape, solder connections will remain problem free for the life of your layout. There
are several layouts in my area that are over 50 years old and still perform famously because all the connections were properly soldered
and insulated.
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A solder joint (connection) is only as good as the preparation. Take your time preparing the conductors prior to
heating them. Know what form of insulation you are going to use. Put it into place if necessary. Protect other
nearby surfaces then make your connection.

Wire to wire
Carefully remove insulation – don’t nick wires
Make sure conductors are clean
Insure intimate contact between conductors
Heat conductors with solder iron tip
Flow solder into the joint
Reinforce joint and proximity
Dress with tape or shrink-tube

Dia. #12

Reinforce and dress
beyond the solder joint

Wire to Foil

Note: First used as a
clinic at Beginners
Day at Mid Central
Region, NMRA –
Division
5
on
November 7, 2010.

Carefully remove insulation from wire
Insure intimate contact between conductors
Insure that conductors are clean with rosin flux
Heat conductors with solder iron tip
Flow solder into the joint
Dia. #13

Wire Lead

Foil

Substrate
Finish your joint by covering with shrink-wrap or tape to insulate the connection from other wires and
components. Apply the insulation as neatly as possible.
One last thing, when working with multiple wires, it is advised to wrap small strips of tape around the wires.
Medical adhesive tape or even masking tape works well for this as they are more porous and will take ink more
readily. Do not however use the masking or adhesive tape to wrap your connections, as the adhesive will dry
over time and loosen.
With some practice, just about every one should be able to do their own wiring well and be able to build an
organized and well-constructed layout that will perform flawlessly for many years.
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